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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Health care services provided by pharmacists are a vital part of comprehensive patient care. AMCP supports the use of payment arrangements for pharmacists that include performance-based metrics related to these health care services, on which some of the pharmacist's reimbursement is based. At the direction of its Board of Directors, the AMCP Public Policy and Professional Practice committees developed the following principles for pay-for-performance to promote the use of these arrangements that lead to improved patient outcomes:

1. Measures used in pharmacy pay-for-performance contracts must be fair, attainable, meaningful, and applicable to the pharmacy type being evaluated and the patient populations being served.
2. The Medicare Part D program should adopt a core set of standardized pharmacy performance measures based on consensus and input from pharmacy providers, pharmacy benefit managers, health plans, and other pharmacy stakeholders, while allowing plan sponsors the flexibility to utilize additional measures that are reported to CMS.
3. Pharmacy performance measures must recognize and respond to issues of health equity and socioeconomic disparities by benchmarking performance based on size, geography, and patient demographics.
4. A fair and meaningful performance-based contract will be transparent, with clear and concise provisions that are available and accessible to all participants in advance of any performance measurement period.
5. Prior to the development of a standard measure set, the specifications of the measures included in a contract must be unambiguously defined.
6. The organizational level at which metrics will be calculated and compared under a performance-based agreement must be precisely defined in the contract.
7. Participants in pharmacy performance-based contracts must agree upon a plan for collecting, integrating, and analyzing the data needed to meet contract requirements, including identifying who will be responsible for the analysis and who will pay for these tasks.
8. Adjusting pharmacy reimbursement systems to compensate pharmacies for the needed investments in data reporting infrastructure required to meet performance-based contract requirements should be considered.
9. Performance-based price concessions are an important and necessary component of pay-for-performance programs.
10. Fees calculated based on pharmacy performance on agreed upon measures should be based on known, fixed metrics.
11. Price concessions should never be structured as a “claw back,” where payment for a prescription product may be owed from the pharmacy without any prior notice. This should not be confused with the appropriate use of financial withhold or recoupments in performance-based arrangements or other common contractual arrangements.
12. Performance-based reconciliation reporting should be completed no later than 90 days post-plan year to allow parties to meet contractual obligations.
13. Preferred pharmacy networks are a vital tool for lowering patient costs and improving quality and outcomes.

Principles approved by AMCP Board of Directors Oct. 18, 2021
BACKGROUND

Pharmacists are well-suited for participation in interventions designed to increase value and promote quality in health care. Examples of how pharmacists are improving care delivery include providing Medication Therapy Management (MTM) comprehensive medication reviews for patients, dispensing and administering vaccines to eligible Medicare Part B and D beneficiaries, structuring medication management and reporting for patients, reducing the use of high-risk medications in the senior population, actively engaging in medication adherence programs, promoting the use of cost-effective therapies for beneficiaries, and actively engaging in beneficiary satisfaction programs. As the opioid crisis continues to take its toll on countless Americans, pharmacists are also at the front lines in providing education, counseling, and strategic interventions to combat this epidemic.

Increasingly, performance-based reimbursement for pharmacies is showing value to the U.S. healthcare system. Pharmacies and the pharmacists whom they employ can help to improve the efficient delivery of high-quality care, including supporting efforts to decrease the use of low value services, through participation in performance-based programs.

The use of performance-based contracts and payments between payers and pharmacies has helped to control patient premiums, as evidenced by analyses of the Medicare Part D program from multiple independent government agency reports. Plan sponsors pass through collected price concessions to help keep coverage affordable for patients. Because a pharmacy must be measured and meet performance targets to maximize reimbursement for these efforts, health plans utilize both positive and negative payments (known as pharmacy Direct and Indirect Remuneration fees, or pharmacy DIR) in order to recognize and pay for this performance. Because a pharmacy’s quality performance is uncertain until it is measured at the end of a contract performance period, pharmacy DIR linked to a pharmacy’s contractual performance typically cannot be determined or even accurately estimated at the point of service.

In addition, performance-based contracts are used by payers to build high-quality pharmacy networks and drive better outcomes for patients. The development of quality pharmacy networks rewards high performing pharmacies that deliver improved care to patients while protecting patient access. Research has shown, for example, that the vast majority of Medicare Part D beneficiaries are enrolled in plans that use preferred pharmacy networks and, of these, eighty-five percent are satisfied with their plan.

Because a pharmacy must be measured and meet performance targets to maximize reimbursement for these efforts, health plans utilize both positive and negative payments (known as pharmacy Direct and Indirect Remuneration fees, or pharmacy DIR) in order to recognize and pay for this performance. Because a pharmacy’s quality performance is uncertain until it is measured at the end of a contract performance period, pharmacy DIR linked to a pharmacy’s contractual performance typically cannot be determined or even accurately estimated at the point of service.

This effort to improve and promote performance-based pharmacy reimbursement is separate and distinct from the broader conversation around “DIR fees” that could include manufacturer rebates to plans and PBMs, which represent a much larger percentage of overall DIR fees.

As performance-based reimbursement and the use of pharmacy DIR fees have increased, they have drawn scrutiny from some pharmacies and pharmacists. While studies have shown that pharmacy DIR decreases costs for both the consumer and the health care system, detractors state that it can create situations in which pharmacies are losing money on processed claims. While


performance-based reimbursement structures vary, they often include: (1) financial incentives, such as additional payment for the achievement of certain quality measures and benchmarks; (2) withholds, where the payer retains a portion of the payment and for which the pharmacy can receive all or a portion of those withheld monies depending on the extent to which the pharmacy meets agreed upon quality metrics or other contractual obligations; and/or (3) recoupments, where contract agreements based upon quality metrics are settled after a measurement period. Actions such as “claw backs,” which require pharmacies to give back some portion of reimbursement sometimes months after the point of sale and without any clear notice, are often cited by those opposed to pharmacy DIR fees, but should not be confused with the appropriate use of financial withholds or recoupments tied to contractual agreements as previously described.

The use of pharmacy DIR and associated fees has drawn notice from law and policy makers, with the issue being included in the National Association of Insurance Commissioner’s draft State PBM Licensure and Regulation Model Act, which would prohibit claw backs and potentially other forms of pharmacy DIR fees. Most recently, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) announced that it will begin collecting from Part D plans the pharmacy performance measures they use to evaluate pharmacy performance beginning January 1, 2022. It is anticipated that this issue will continue to attract attention and action from federal and state lawmakers, particularly as the use of performance-based reimbursement continues to increase.
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Measurement

1. Measures used in pharmacy pay-for-performance contracts must be fair, attainable, meaningful, and applicable to the pharmacy type being evaluated and the patient populations being served.

2. The Medicare Part D program should adopt a core set of standardized pharmacy performance measures based on consensus and input from pharmacy providers, pharmacy benefit managers, health plans, and other pharmacy stakeholders, while allowing plan sponsors the flexibility to utilize additional measures that are reported to CMS.

3. Pharmacy performance measures must recognize and respond to issues of health equity and socioeconomic disparities by benchmarking performance based on size, geography, and patient demographics.

There are several types of measures that may be appropriate for inclusion in a standardized set of pharmacy performance measures — whether or not such measures are mandatory or recommended by a third-party, consensus-based organization. Common categories of measures, many of which are represented in existing CMS programs, that may be applicable to pharmacies include:

- **Outcomes-based measures** that track the health status of a patient resulting from care (for example, medication adherence, reduction in blood pressure, and improvement in hemoglobin A1c [HbA1c]);

- **Structure-based measures** that are relevant to an organization’s capacity to provide healthcare (for example, the ratio of pharmacists to patients, and the use of electronic medical records);

---

- **Process-based measures** that evaluate the execution of specified steps (for example, time to fill, error rates, call center answering speed, and MTM completion rate for a comprehensive medication review);

- **Patient-reported outcomes** such as quality of life, symptom burden, health-related behavior, and patient experiences at the pharmacy, including satisfaction surveys;

- **Cost/resource use** measuring the frequency of units of defined services or resources (for example, cost per prescription, cost by category/class, generic substitution rate, and generic dispensing rate);

- **Efficiency measures** that evaluate the cost of care associated with a specific health outcome;\(^7,^8\) and

- **Composite measures**.

The use of pharmacy performance measures in managed care has been shown to positively impact patient care. For example, analysis has shown that the implementation of performance measures related to medication adherence have improved adherence to drugs for treating chronic conditions, such as statins, diabetes medications, and renin-angiotensin system (RAS) antagonists, resulting in significant avoided costs for the health system. In addition, the use of these measures was shown to narrow disparities in medication adherence for Black, Hispanic, and low-income beneficiaries.\(^9\)

CMS has encouraged the industry to develop a set of pharmacy performance measures through a consensus-based process, which Medicare Part D sponsors could adopt to ensure standardization, transparency, and fairness.\(^10\) To this end, beginning January 1, 2022, CMS will begin collecting pharmacy measures from Part D sponsors. CMS has received stakeholder comments in support of the development of a standardized set of performance measures, provided the performance measures are:

- **Fair.** The principle of “fairness” should apply to all pharmacy performance measures. This means incorporating fairness into (1) the development and selection of pharmacy performance measures, (2) the incorporation of measures into pharmacy contracts, (3) the relationship between performance measurement and payment, and (4) the transparency of the evaluation process.

- **Attainable.** In the past, critics of pharmacy performance measurement have levied legitimate criticisms against measures that are not reasonably capable of being achieved in all circumstances. This could be because, as noted below, the measure is not applicable to the particular pharmacy type but could also be the result of poor benchmarking or the failure to take into account different geographic or socioeconomic differences among pharmacies being measured. Pharmacy performance measures, particularly those tied to payment outcomes, should be attainable by each pharmacy being measured.

- **Meaningful.** While most measures in use today are developed based on consensus-based guide-


lines and are driven by proven quality outcomes, others may lack adequate evidence-based support for inclusion. Pharmacy measures should be meaningful in that they are supported by evidence demonstrating the measure is tied to better care and/or lower costs for consumers.

- **Applicable to the pharmacy type being evaluated and the patient populations being served.** As discussed below, given the diversity of pharmacy types and an increasing focus on specialization, not all pharmacy measures will necessarily apply to all pharmacy types. Pharmacies should only need to meet those measures which are applicable to their pharmacy type, using definitions set by health plans.

The development of a standard set of measures established by consensus with input from pharmacy providers, pharmacy benefit managers, health plans, and other stakeholders is important to the expansion of pharmacy pay-for-performance arrangements. Pharmacies tend to support standardized performance measures in large part because of the challenges associated with meeting inconsistent, duplicative, and often opaque criteria imposed by various health plans, an issue of particular importance for large multi-state pharmacies. A base standardized set of performance measures could reduce administrative friction for pharmacies and encourage pharmacies to invest in programs that are designed to enhance the quality of the services they provide based on objective and transparent criteria.

Some stakeholders are concerned that if health plans are required to adopt standardized performance measures, plans will have fewer tools to evaluate and shape pharmacy performance, which may lead plans to adopt narrower pharmacy networks, thereby limiting the options available to patients. Stakeholders should explore the potential effect of standardized measures on pharmacy networks and consider possible strategies to mitigate against potential reduced patient access.

Once standardized pharmacy performance measures have been developed and implemented, the uptake of such measures could be incorporated, through notice-and-comment rulemaking, into CMS’s Star Ratings program to encourage Part D sponsors to adopt specific performance measures that CMS determines are most indicative of good performance and high-quality service.

In Medicare Part D, plans should be permitted to apply performance measures beyond a standardized set of measures established through a consensus-based process. Part D sponsors should report these performance measures along with the specifications and criteria used to evaluate performance to CMS. CMS needs to understand the additional measures that are being used by Part D plans to evaluate whether such measures are appropriate indicators of pharmacy performance that are based on achievable and proven criteria and whether the pharmacies are being evaluated fairly and consistently by plans.

As a threshold matter, only performance measures that are relevant to the type of pharmacy, such as retail, specialty, mail order, or long-term care pharmacies, and the patient populations they serve should apply. For example, measures developed for retail pharmacies that serve a broad population are often a poor fit to evaluate specialty pharmacies that dispense medication and provide patient care services for specific health conditions, such as end-stage renal disease (ESRD), cystic fibrosis, or multiple sclerosis. To illustrate, a performance measurement tied to the adherence to hypertension medicines may be inappropriate to evaluate a specialty pharmacy that treats ESRD, since such medications are often placed on hold before and after dialysis treatment due to changes in the patient’s blood pressure that occur during and after dialysis. If medically integrated specialty pharmacies are to be evaluated on medication adherence and patient outcomes, the performance measures should be relevant to the pharmacy’s specialty type. In order to ensure that pharmacies understand the performance measures applicable to their pharmacy type, plans should
make available in a transparent manner their definitions for each relevant pharmacy type.

The development of consensus-based pharmacy performance measures by third-party, independent, and consensus-based standard development organizations, such as the Pharmacy Quality Alliance (PQA), is vital. PQA is developing a standard pharmacy measure set that would be appropriate for pharmacy value-based care models and is inclusive of measures relevant for specialty pharmacies. PQA is developing pharmacy measures addressing specialty pharmacy services, diabetes and cardiovascular medication adherence, antidepressant medication therapy, hemoglobin A1c reporting and control, and blood pressure reporting and control. Additional measures may be developed in the future.\(^\text{11}\)

URAC, an independent accrediting entity with experience in accrediting managed care and provider organizations, has developed key performance measures for its pharmacy accreditation programs including specialty pharmacy, mail service pharmacy, and pharmacy benefit management.\(^\text{12}\)

In addition to the type of performance measurement, the organizational level at which metrics are calculated may have a great influence on the assessment of pharmacies. Sponsors may apply performance measures at the individual pharmacy level, as well as to an entire pharmacy chain. The performance calculation should be designed in a way not to create perverse incentives for, or disadvantage, an individual pharmacy based on whether it belongs to a chain of pharmacies or if it is a standalone pharmacy. Some plans, for example, assess a contracted organization’s performance based on the performance of each individually attributed pharmacy within the network relative to the overall total organization performance. Under such a structure, an individual pharmacy could become the benchmark against which the entire organization is evaluated and may incentivize the organization to prioritize only certain pharmacies within its chain. In the Part D program, CMS also should consider whether plans should be required to evaluate performance measures at a Medicare region level in order to account for variables that could be attributed to a particular geographical area.

Lastly, issues of health equity and socioeconomic disparities can play a role in pharmacy performance measurement. Given that any given pharmacy may be located in a geographic region or area with vastly different health indicators, head-to-head measurement of unlike population areas may disadvantage a pharmacy that serves, for example, a disproportionate share of individuals living below the federal poverty level. Benchmarking against such differences in order to produce a fair and equitable accounting of actual performance will be critical in creating a just pharmacy performance measurement system.

### Transparency

4. A fair and meaningful performance-based contract will be transparent, with clear and concise provisions that are available and accessible to all participants in advance of any performance measurement period.

5. Prior to the development of a standard measure set, the specifications of the measures included in a contract must be unambiguously defined.

6. The organizational level at which metrics will be calculated and compared under a performance-based agreement must be precisely defined in the contract.

Participants should have full details about the measures being used in the contract to measure performance. Prior to the development of standardized measures, the specifications of the measures included in a contract for performance-based reimbursement should be precisely

---
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defined so all participants have reasonable knowledge of what patient populations or drugs are included. For example, for cost/resource use measures such as dispensing rates, terms such as "generic," "brand," and "specialty" drug should be unambiguously defined. For outcomes-based and patient-reported measures, the patient population included in the numerator and denominator for the measure calculation should be explicit.

The organizational level at which metrics will be calculated under a performance-based agreement should also be transparent. Contracts may apply performance measures at the individual pharmacy level and compare against all other pharmacies participating in that network or may score and compare pharmacies across an entire pharmacy chain. There are numerous implications for participating pharmacies based on the comparison group, such as the level of risk exposure or the ability to implement changes to impact performance. Transparency about the comparison level is important to improve pharmacy performance and ease administrative friction.

Data sharing

7. Participants in pharmacy performance-based contracts must agree upon a plan for collecting, integrating, and analyzing the data needed to meet contract requirements, including identifying who will be responsible for the analysis and who will pay for these tasks.

8. Adjusting pharmacy reimbursement systems to compensate pharmacies for the needed investments in data reporting infrastructure required to meet performance-based contract requirements should be considered.

Some performance measures rely on the use of clinical pharmacy data or pharmacy claims data to identify dispensed medications. Tools exist to provide pharmacies with ready access to online resources to view, track, and manage performance on agreed-upon measures, connect them to resources to help them improve, and help them estimate expected bonuses or concessions. For example, Pharmacy Quality Solutions, Inc. (PQS) has developed the Electronic Quality Improvement Platform for Plans & Pharmacies (EQuIPP®), which provides performance data to plans and pharmacies to help guide medication-related quality improvement efforts. EQuIPP® analyzes data from prescription claims and member eligibility details obtained from health plans and pharmacy benefit managers, so claims that are not submitted to a patient’s insurance provider are not captured or analyzed. EQuIPP® provides reporting on medication use quality measures such as medication adherence, gaps in care, and patient safety. The platform indicates the adherence rates for diabetes, blood pressure, and cholesterol medications and identifies outlier patients who require more assistance with medication adherence.

Depending on what is being evaluated, the performance assessment may require data that are not available in pharmacy claims data or may need to integrate data from other data sources, such as electronic health records, hospital claims data, pharmacy system data, lab data, patient-reported outcomes data, and other clinical sources. As more and different data sources are needed to support complex performance metrics, payers and pharmacies must agree upon a plan for collecting, integrating, and analyzing the data, including identifying who will be responsible for the analysis and who will pay for these tasks.

Additionally, performance-based measures increasingly depend on the ability to access and accurately assess electronic health records and clinical data obtained from a variety of sources, so challenges with electronic health record interoperability and data standardization will need to continue to be addressed. Common issues with data capture, such as missing patient identifiers or patient records with multiple specialty pharmacy identification codes and longitudinal records, exacerbate these interoperability challenges.

All of these elements add a layer of administrative complexity to performance-based contracts above what is found in volume-based measures. Without a standardized set of metrics and reporting mechanisms, pharmacies...
that are being evaluated on multiple performance metrics by different payers face cumbersome reporting responsibilities. Implementation of pharmacy performance measures may require pharmacies to make substantial investments in data reporting infrastructure and potentially modify or develop new services. Reimbursement systems may need to be adjusted to compensate pharmacies for these investments.

**Incentives and Performance-based Price Concessions**

9. Performance-based price concessions are an important and necessary component of pay-for-performance programs.

10. Fees calculated based on pharmacy performance on agreed upon measures should be based on known, fixed metrics.

11. Price concessions should never be structured as a “claw back,” where payment for a prescription product may be owed from the pharmacy to the payer without any prior notice. This should not be confused with the appropriate use of financial withholds or recoupments through performance-based arrangements or other common contractual arrangements.

12. Performance-based payment reconciliation should be completed no later than 90 days post-plan year to allow parties to meet contractual obligations.

Performance-based pharmacy contracts are a vital tool in the drive to move our health care system to one of value instead of volume. Performance-based price concessions are an important and necessary component of pay-for-performance programs, helping to create high-quality pharmacy networks, improve patient outcomes, and lower premiums.

Health plan sponsors and pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) enter into performance-based contracts with pharmacies in an effort to create high-quality networks and use financial arrangements — often referred to as pharmacy direct and indirect remuneration (DIR) fees — to either pay incentive bonuses to or collect price concessions from network pharmacies based on their performance. Incentive payments and price concessions are critical tools for improving value and quality while lowering costs.

Payment incentives and price concessions are often structured as either a flat fee or a fee based on a percentage of ingredient cost. While percentage-based fees can drive value, they can also have a disproportionate impact on higher-cost drugs and performance-based contracts should be clear on which type of fee applies to each type of drug. In addition, performance-based fees calculated based on pharmacy performance on agreed upon measures should be based on fixed metrics, such as a minimum number of patients who are enrollees of the plan sponsor participant.

AMCP opposes the use of “claw backs,” whereby payment is owed from a pharmacy to a plan sponsor or PBM, often months after the sale of a drug and not tied to any prior contractual agreement (for example, through the use of Brand and Generic Effective Rates). Use of payment withholds, where the payer retains a portion of the payment and the pharmacy can receive all or a portion of those withheld monies depending on the extent to which the pharmacy meets agreed upon quality metrics or other contractual obligations, recoupments based upon actual pharmacy performance on contractual performance measures reconciled after the performance period, and/or bonus payment incentives are appropriate performance-based structures.

In a performance-based contract, pharmacies are paid a contractual amount for the ingredient cost and dispensing fee at the point of service and performance-based reimbursement adjustments — both bonus payments and price concessions — are retrospectively reconciled based on the pharmacy’s actual performance on agreed upon value-based measures and benchmarks. Payment reconciliation should occur no later than 90 days after the end of the plan year.
**Preferred pharmacy networks**

13. Preferred pharmacy networks are a vital tool for lowering patient costs and improving quality and outcomes.

Preferred pharmacy networks include pharmacies participating in a plan’s network that contract at a lower reimbursement rate in exchange for increased volume, and at which plan enrollees pay lower costs at the point of sale due to reduced cost sharing. Other non-preferred pharmacies are allowed to continue participating in the network, allowing for robust patient access. Additional savings achieved through the use of preferred pharmacy networks are used by health plans to stabilize premiums. Preferred pharmacy networks have been shown to reduce overall costs for enrollees beyond just lower cost sharing at the point of sale as well as to reduce costs for the health system in general.\(^{13}\)

In addition, preferred pharmacy networks are increasingly being leveraged to improve outcomes and for quality measurement. Preferred pharmacy networks with performance-based arrangements often include quality measures that trigger pharmacist participation in patient health care management and that may improve medication utilization and adherence by ensuring that patients receive medications at more affordable costs. Furthermore, preferred pharmacy networks may incorporate pharmacist patient care services and interventions into performance-based arrangements that help improve quality care while providing incentives to pharmacies that achieve better health outcomes.
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